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Home Office Lighting

Increasing numbers of people are choosing to work
from their homes. With this trend comes a need for
higher levels of ambient lighting without reflected
glare on computer screens. Portable compact fluorescent torchieres and task lights provide a comfortable
work environment without a high capital investment
or costly electricity bills.

Application Profile
The light-colored surfaces in this home office allow
the owner to use an uplight for general lighting. This
compact fluorescent lamp ENERGY STAR® torchiere
provides general lighting in the space, without
causing significant reflected glare or strong shadows on surfaces. Two intermediate switching levels
allow the occupant to turn on only one or two of
the three lamps when lower light levels are
desired.
The other luminaire, a compact fluorescent task light,
has an articulated arm which allows the head to be
located below eye level to minimize direct glare. A
small-cell parabolic louver provides additional glare
control and a sharp cutoff to its directed light. This
allows the luminaire to aim light on desktop and keyboard, without washing the screen with light.

Lighting Objectives
• Create comfortable and flexible lighting levels
• Achieve good color rendering of skin tones and
room and furniture finishes
• Blend with the contemporary appearance
of the space
• Minimize flicker
• Minimize direct and reflected glare for
the worker
• Minimize electricity use and heat produced
by lighting
• Avoid fixture installation costs

Lamps, Ballasts, and Energy
The torchiere shown in this installation uses three
CFQ26W/G24q/4-pin “quad” compact fluorescent
lamps. Electronic ballasts are used for energy efficiency
and to avoid the noise and lamp flicker of magnetic
ballasts. The task light uses a single CFM18/4-pin (“flat”
lamp configuration) compact fluorescent lamp with a
magnetic ballast located near the plug end of the electrical cord.
This torchiere uses 73 W at full output and 59 W and
24 W at the lower output levels. The task light uses
20 W.
What is the ENERGY STAR program? The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy have initiated a program
to encourage the use of energy-efficient appliances and lighting products. Manufacturers that join the program with products that meet the
ENERGY STAR performance criteria can label these products ENERGY STAR
luminaires. See the ENERGY STAR web page for more information.
http://www.epa.gov/appdstar/fixtures/
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Design Highlights
Flexibility: Portable luminaires can be easily moved to accommodate any furniture arrangement or task location.
Color: The compact fluorescent lamps provide a warm light with excellent color rendering. Correlated color temperature (CCT) of the lamps is 3000 K, and the color rendering index (CRI) is 82.
Energy: In total, this 173 ft2 office uses a maximum of 93 W (0.54 W/ft2).
Form and Function: The torchiere and task light provide a comfortable low-glare work environment, in keeping
with a residential scale and aesthetic.
Light Output: The three lamps in this ENERGY STAR torchiere are rated at 1800 lumens each, to produce a total of
5400 lumens, not including light loss factors. When both lamps are operating, their output is comparable to that of
some 300-W halogen lamp torchieres.
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